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Prague to take part for the ninth time at the EXPO REAL trade fair in Munich  
 
 
For the ninth time, Prague will be represented at t his year's EXPO REAL, the 
International Trade Fair for Commercial Property an d Investment, which will be held 
in Munich from 4 to 6 October 2011. The main focus of the by now traditional 
“Meeting Prague” event will be on the importance of  the planned Metro Line D and 
the major growth potential of development and trans formation areas in its vicinity. 
Held under the auspices of the Mayor of Prague, Boh uslav Svoboda, this meeting 
with city representatives will take place on 5 Octo ber at 2 p.m. This year's co-
exhibitors with the City of Prague –  CENTRAL GROUP , HOCHTIEF DEVELOPMENT 
CZECH REPUBLIC and UNIBAIL-RODAMCO – and the subsid iary partner ARCH 
DESIGN will also be showcasing their projects.  Sta ropramen Brewery will be 
adding to the pleasant atmosphere at Prague's exhib ition stall, as it does every 
year. 
 
This year the City of Prague will be showcasing its project for Metro Line D, the 
construction of which will significantly contribute to reducing the growing amount of 
individual car traffic and to improving the quality of travel and the environment in large 
built-up areas of the south part of the city. As the Deputy Mayor for Land Use Planning, 
Josef Nosek, points out: “It is estimated that the Metro Line D's catchment area will serve 
about a sixth of Prague's population. It is also assumed that the metro line will be widely 
used by people from the adjoining south-east region. This is why one of the strategic 
goals of the project is to ensure that public spaces around the metro stations are 
designed in such a way that they will become natural focal points and centres for 
residents and visitors while generating interest in new building developments in the area.” 
Three selected localities with considerable investment potential near Line D stations will 
be featured at the trade fair. These are the development areas of Krč and Libuš and the 
transformation area of Nové Dvory.  
 
The English-language version of the new English online version of the city's Land Use 
Plan and regulations will also be featured as part of the Prague presentation. This will 
considerably simplify orientation for international specialists with regards to land-use 
possibilities and restrictions in Prague. Throughout the event, visitors will be able to check 
out the new application on a touch screen. 
 
The main co-exhibitors – CENTRAL GROUP, HOCHTIEF DEVELOPMENT CZECH 
REPUBLIC and UNIBAIL-RODAMCO  – will also be showcasing their projects at 
Prague's exhibition stall. CENTRAL GROUP  will introduce investors to eight commercial 
spaces in its residential developments in Zličín, Košíře, Stodůlky and Břevnov. At present 
the company is also looking for additional land and brownfield sites in Prague for 
residential developments, for which it has currently earmarked about EUR 20 million. 
HOCHTIEF DEVELOPMENT will be presenting its largest office project to date, Office 
Islands , as well as the Park Kav čí Hory  residential complex. UNIBAIL-RODAMCO  will 
be showcasing its successful shopping centres in Prague – Centrum Chodov, Arkády 
Pankrác  and, above all, the significant expansion of Centrum Černý Most , which was 
the first shopping mall to open in the Czech Republic. The subsidiary co-exhibitor ARCH 
DESIGN will also be showing its projects to visitors. 



CENTRAL GROUP has long been the largest residential developer in the Czech Republic 
with the widest range and largest number of apartments, houses and plots sold on the 
market. Between January and August 2011 it sold a total of 806 real properties, which is 
a 33% year-on-year increase. In addition to a wide selection of apartments, houses and 
land parcel, CENTRAL GROUP also provides commercial spaces in some of its 
residential developments. Eight such premises will be shown to potential investors 
at EXPO REAL. Three commercial properties with more than 200 square metres are 
available in the Metropole development in Praha 5–Zličín, which are suitable for catering 
or leisure use or for convenience stores. Another five properties are available in the 
following developments: Nová Kavalírka  in Prague 5–Košíře, Prague Towers  
Residence in Prague 5–Stodůlky and Bělohorská Residence  in Prague 6–Břevnov.  

HOCHTIEF DEVELOPMENT CZECH REPUBLIC specialises primarily in realisation and 
marketing of high-quality commercial and residential properties corresponding to Western 
European standards. Its largest office project to date, Office Islands , will offer nearly 
70,000 m2 of office and commercial space in six buildings. The project has received the 
highest possible Grade-A Energy Performance Certificate and pre-certification according 
to the internationally recognised LEED standard at the Silver level. Comprising four 
apartment buildings, Park Kav čí Hory residential complex will offer high-standard 
apartments in an attractive location of Prague 4, which is located near Central Park, 
a metro station and Arkády Pankrác shopping centre. The first phase will bring about 
170 new apartments with well-considered layouts to the market. The upper floors will offer 
a unique panoramic view of the city.   
 
UNIBAIL-RODAMCO  is the Europe’s leading listed commercial property company. Its 
portfolio of assets was valued at EUR 24.8 billion as of June 2011. Unibail - Rodamco is 
about to introduce a new generation of shopping centres to the Czech Republic with the 
brand new Centrum  Černý Most . This new shopping centre of supra-regional 
significance will offer over 82,000 m2 with more than 160 retail units, leisure zones, event 
and entertainment spaces. In addition to stunning interior and exterior design, it will also 
feature the use of new materials and construction technologies to minimise the impact on 
the environment. It will also provide better accessibility and 3,300 parking places. The 
planned opening is for the spring of 2013. Unibail-Rodamco will also be showcasing its 
two other successful shopping centres in Prague – Centrum Chodov , which is one of the 
Czech Republic's most important, modern and largest shopping centres, and Arkády 
Pankrác . The latter covers an area of 41,000 m2 in the Prague 4–Pankrác district, which 
is one of Prague's largest and fastest developing localities.  

Visitors to EXPO REAL will also be able to find out about the projects of subsidiary 
co - exhibitor ARCH DESIGN, which has been providing comprehensive services 
in investment construction for sixteen years. The company will be showcasing its 
low - energy loft apartments  in the Libeň district of Prague. This project, which offers 
188 apartments, is the first to be rated for sustainability in accordance with the Czech 
building certification system, SB Tool CZ. The company's presentation will also include 
some of its other design projects: the extension of the Ikea Černý Most shopping centre, 
the Senior Club Průhonice, the extension and modernization of the International School 
of Prague in the Nebušice district, the commercial and logistics centre for PTÁČEK– 
Velkoobchod, a.s. in Prague–Jinočany, office and apartment buildings in Prague–Pankrác 
and the residential projects Botanica Vidoule and Malý Háj in Prague–Šterboholy. 
 



This year's partner at Prague's exhibition stall at EXPO REAL is Staropramen Brewery. 
This company has one of the largest beer portfolios on the Czech market, exports the 
Staropramen brand to more than 30 different countries and also has its own network 
of brand restaurants, Staropramen Potrefená husa. Visitors to EXPO REAL will be able 
to enjoy Staropramen Lager . 

Prague 28th September 2011 
 
 

 CONTACTS AND LINKS  
 

City of Prague  
City Development Authority Prague 

 
Contact person: Zuzana Putnářová, M.A.  
Vyšehradská 57 / 2077, 128 00 Praha 2  
Tel.: +420 236 004 710, 236 005 693               
fax: + 420 220 514 644  
E-mail: kr@urm.mepnet.cz, putnarova@urm.mepnet.cz 
www.urm.cz, www.praha.eu 

 
CENTRAL GROUP a.s.  

 
Contact persons: Veronika Ježková, Michal Albrecht  
Na Strži 65, 140 00 Praha 4  
Tel.: +420 226 221 086 (V. Ježková), 226 222 222 (M.Albrecht)  
Fax: +420 226 221 070 (V. Ježková), 226 221 035 (M.Albrecht)  
E-mail: jezkova@central-group.cz, albrecht@central-group.cz 
www.central-group.cz 

 
HOCHTIEF Development Czech Republic s.r.o.  

 
Contact person: Mgr. Petr Beneš  
Anděl Park, Karla Engliše 3201 / 6, 150 00 Praha 5  
Tel.: +420 233 081 952, fax: +420 233 081 967  
E-mail: info@hochtief-development.cz 
www.hochtief-development.cz 

  
UNIBAIL - RODAMCO  

 
Contact person: Lenka Dvořáková  
Škrétova 490 / 12, 120 00 Praha 2  
Tel.: +420 272 173 605, fax: +420 272 173 602  
E-mail: lenka.dvorakova@unibail-rodamco.com 
www.unibail-rodamco.com 

 
ARCH DESIGN Project, a.s. 

 
Contact person: Ing. arch. Jan Stoklasa  
Ohradní 1424/2b, 140 00 Praha 4 
Tel.: +420 261 099 363, fax: +420 261 099 359  
E-mail: stoklasa@archdesign.cz 
http://www.archdesign.cz 

 


